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ABSTRACT

The Lípez region of southwest Bolivia is 
the locus of a major Neogene ignimbrite fl are-
up, and yet it is the least studied portion of 
the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex of the 
Central Andes. Recent mapping and laser-
fusion 40Ar/39Ar dating of sanidine and bio-
tite from 56 locations, coupled with paleo-
magnetic data, refi ne the timing and volumes 
of ignimbrite emplacement in Bolivia and 
northern Chile to reveal that monotonous 
intermediate volcanism was prodigious and 
episodic throughout the complex. The new 
results unravel the eruptive history of the 
Pastos Grandes and Guacha calderas, two 
large multicyclic caldera complexes located 
in Bolivia. These two calderas, together with 
the Vilama and La Pacana caldera com-
plexes and smaller ignimbrite shields, were 
the dominant sources of the ignimbrite-
producing  eruptions during the ~10 m.y. his-
tory of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex. 
The oldest ignimbrites erupted between 11 
and 10 Ma represent relatively small vol-
umes (approximately hundreds of km3) of 
magma from sources distributed throughout 
the volcanic complex. The fi rst major pulse 
was manifest at 8.41 Ma and 8.33 Ma as the 
Vilama and Sifon ignimbrites, respectively. 
During pulse 1, at least 2400 km3 of dacitic 
magma was erupted over 0.08 m.y. Pulse 
2 involved near-coincident eruptions from 
three of the major calderas resulting in the 
5.60 Ma Pujsa , 5.65 Ma Guacha, and 5.45 Ma 
Chuhuilla ignimbrites, for a total minimum 
volume of 3000 km3 of magma. Pulse 3, the 
largest, produced at least 3100 km3 of magma 
during a 0.1 m.y. period centered at 4 Ma, 

with the eruption of the 4.09 Ma Puripicar, 
4.00 Ma Chaxas, and 3.96 Ma Atana ignim-
brites. This third pulse was followed by two 
more vol canic explosivity index (VEI) 8 erup-
tions, producing the 3.49 Ma Tara (800 km3 
dense rock equivalent [DRE]) and 2.89 Ma 
Pastos Grandes (1500 km3 DRE) ignim-
brites. In addition to these large caldera-
related eruptions, new age determinations 
refi ne the timing of two little-known ig-
nimbrite shields, the 5.23 Ma Alota and 
1.98 Ma Laguna Colorada centers. Moreover, 
40Ar/39Ar age determinations of 13 ignim-
brites from northern Chile previously dated 
by the K-Ar method improve the overall 
temporal resolution of Altiplano-Puna vol-
canic complex development. Together with 
the updated volume estimates, the new age de-
terminations demonstrate a distinct onset of 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignimbrite 
volcanism with modest output rates, an epi-
sodic middle phase with the highest eruption 
rates, followed by a decline in volcanic output. 
The cyclic nature of individual caldera com-
plexes and the spatiotemporal pattern of the 
volcanic fi eld as a whole are consistent with 
both incremental construction of plutons as 
well as a composite Cordilleran batholith.

INTRODUCTION

The Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex (de 
Silva, 1989a) of the Central Andes is one of 
the world’s premier settings for studying large 
silicic volcanism and its relation to plutonic 
underpinnings. The hyperarid climate of the 
Altiplano-Puna region during the past several 
million years has resulted in excellent preser-
vation of Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex 
ignimbrites, but it has also limited erosion and 
vertical exposure, thereby hampering the es-

tablishment of a regional stratigraphy based 
on physical characteristics of successive ig-
nimbrites. Although this region includes some 
of the world’s largest documented ignimbrite 
eruptions (Guest, 1969; de Silva, 1989b) includ-
ing the Atana (Gardeweg and Ramírez, 1987; 
Lindsay et al., 2001a), Puripicar  (de Silva and 
Francis, 1989), and Vilama (Soler et al., 2007) 
ignimbrites, many fundamental stratigraphic 
details of the volcanic fi eld remain to be under-
stood. A conspicuous gap in the knowledge of 
the regional ignimbrites lies within the Lípez 
region of southwest Bolivia, in the heart of the 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex, where we 
have concentrated our study and suffi cient expo-
sure of basement allows us to defi ne the onset 
of the major ignimbrite volcanism. We report 
new geologic mapping, precise 40Ar/39Ar age 
determinations from 56 sites in Bolivia and 
Chile, geochemical analyses, and volume cal-
culations of, until now, little-studied ignimbrites 
and eruptive centers including the large Pastos 
Grandes and Guacha caldera complexes. The 
13 40Ar/39Ar sample sites in northern Chile were 
previously described and K-Ar dated by de 
Silva (1989b). Additionally, we incorporate 
40Ar/39Ar ages determined for fi ve Altiplano-
Puna volcanic complex ignimbrites in Chile re-
ported by Barquero-Molina (2003). Using these 
data, we reveal in detail the development of 
one of the world’s youngest and best-preserved 
large silicic volcanic fi elds. This contribution 
to Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex volcanism 
includes new estimates of (1) the spatial extent 
of individual ignimbrites, (2) rates of volcanic 
fl uxes and pulses, and (3) the longevity and re-
pose periods of multicyclic nested caldera sys-
tems. We in turn examine the underlying causes 
of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignim-
brite fl are-up and the assembly of individual 
plutonic centers and Cordilleran batholiths.
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GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT—
THE ALTIPLANO-PUNA 
VOLCANIC COMPLEX

The Altiplano-Puna plateau of the Cen-
tral Andes is second only to the Tibetan Pla-
teau in terms of areal extent, elevation, and 
crustal thickness. Unlike Tibet, however, the 
Altiplano-Puna plateau was formed at an active 
continental margin characterized by subduc-
tion of a dense oceanic plate (Nazca) beneath 
old, continental lithosphere (Brazilian craton of 
the South American plate). Thus, the plateau 
is the only modern region of its size and charac-
ter to also involve subduction-zone magmatism. 
Subduction zone volcanism has been active 
in the Central Andes since the Jurassic, and 
signifi cant tectonic shortening has occurred 
throughout the Cenozoic with major uplift of 
the plateau in the Late Cenozoic. Crustal short-
ening resulted in the presently thick continental 
crust (up to 70 km) beneath the Altiplano-Puna 
Plateau. After a hiatus related to fl at-slab sub-
duction, volcanism in the Altiplano-Puna pla-
teau was abruptly widespread at ca. 27 Ma 
and may be related to delamination of the 
lower lithosphere (see Kay and Coira, 2009). 
The large crustal thicknesses have resulted 
in severe contamination of nearly all Central 
Andean  arc magmas that postdate crustal short-
ening (Davidson et al., 1991; Davidson and 
de Silva, 1992; Wörner et al., 1994). The most 
signifi cant crustal contributions to mantle-
derived magmas occur in the Altiplano-Puna 
volcanic complex at the intersection between 
the Altiplano and Puna regions of the plateau 
(Fig. 1). The intense ignimbrite fl are-up began 
in the mid-Miocene and occurs in a region of 
~70,000 km2 (21°S–24°S) east of the active 
arc front where base elevations are in excess 
of 4 km, the highest of the plateau. A seismi-
cally imaged low-velocity layer that has been 
interpreted to contain signifi cant amounts of 
partial melt (Chmielowski et al., 1999; Zandt 
et al., 2003) underlies the comlex. The ignim-
brites of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex 
are of the “monotonous intermediate” variety 
(Hildreth, 1981), are dominantly calc-alkaline, 
high-K dacites with minor rhyolite, and are 
thought to be erupted portions of a major Cor-
dilleran batholith that underpins the Altiplano-
Puna volcanic complex (de Silva et al., 2006a, 
2006b; de Silva and Gosnold, 2007).

The ignimbrite sheets typically contain large 
(up to 5 mm) phenocrysts of plagioclase, quartz, 
biotite, amphibole, and Fe-Ti oxides with occa-
sional sanidine, along with ubiquitous apatite, 
titanite, and zircon. Isotopic and other geochem-
ical constraints of individual centers suggest as-
similation of 50%–70% crust by mantle-derived 

magmas (de Silva, 1989a; Ort et al., 1996; Lind-
say et al., 2001b; Schmitt et al., 2001). Large 
dacitic ignimbrite sheets are typically associated 
with equally impressive caldera dimensions, 
commonly in excess of 45 km in diameter. In the 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex, at least seven 
eruptions related to four caldera complexes with 
large resurgent centers (Pastos Grandes, Guacha , 
Vilama, La Pacana) are classifi ed as 8 or greater 
on the volcanic explosivity index (VEI; Newhall 
and Self, 1982). Such eruptions are commonly 
referred to as supereruptions with dense rock 
equivalent (DRE) volumes in excess of 450 km3 
(Sparks et al., 2005; Self, 2006). Additionally, 
the Altiplano-Puna vol canic complex contains 
numerous lesser-volume ignimbrite shields that 
are apparently unrelated to major caldera col-
lapse and resurgence. Our new spatiotemporal 
and compositional data further the understand-
ing of the size and eruptive loci of the Altiplano-
Puna volcanic complex ignimbrites and the 
development of abundant silicic magmatism in 
this region.

METHODS

Sample Collection and Field Mapping

With the goal of establishing the spatio-
temporal development of the Altiplano-Puna 
volcanic complex, our two primary objectives 
of this work were to identify and correlate in-
dividual ignimbrites and to establish a co-

herent stratigraphic framework throughout the 
region. Our work in the La Pacana caldera to 
the south (Lindsay et al., 2001a), Panizos on 
the eastern edge of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic 
complex (Ort, 1993), and the western fl ank of 
the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex (de Silva, 
1989b) provides detailed stratigraphy that can 
be extended into the study area in Bolivia. The 
presence of basement outcrops in areas like the 
Quetena valley and in the eastern margin of the 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex allowed fi -
duciary stratigraphic sections to be identifi ed. 
Continuity of outcrop and suffi cient vertical 
exposure allowed a coherent stratigraphy of the 
largest ignimbrites to be developed throughout 
the region. For instance, the Vilama (Soler et al., 
2007), and now the Guacha ignimbrites, can be 
traced throughout a large part of the study area, 
and their basal and upper contacts are clear in 
many areas. The newly defi ned Tara and Pastos 
Grandes ignimbrites are the youngest major ig-
nimbrites in the area and are consequently well 
exposed for much of their extent. The most 
diffi cult correlations occur on the edges of the 
ignimbrite plateau, in areas of Quaternary vol-
canism close to the active arc, and distal outliers 
without clear stratigraphic context. Sampling 
therefore focused on distal outcrops as well as 
key stratigraphic sections throughout the pla-
teau. Juvenile pumice blocks were sampled 
from the ignimbrites wherever possible to avoid 
possible xenocrystic contamination; otherwise 
bulk ignimbrite was collected.
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Figure 1. Location map of the 
 Altiplano-Puna volcanic com-
plex (APVC) and known Neo-
gene ignimbrite eruptive centers 
of the Central Andes. Major 
calderas within the extent of 
 Altiplano-Puna volcanic com-
plex ignimbrites are outlined. Ig-
nimbrite centers: 1—Cailloma, 
2—Macusani, 3—Arequipa, 4—
Salas, 5—Mauri-Lauca, 6—
Curahuara, 7—Soledad, 8—
Morococala, 9—Frailes, 10—
Empexa, 11—Galán. Inset shows 
location of map along the west-
ern edge of South America.
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40Ar/39Ar Geochronology

Samples of pumice, ignimbrite matrix (re-
moved of obvious lithics), and lava were 
crushed with mortar and pestle, sieved to iso-
late 250–500 and 500–1000 µm size fractions, 
and rinsed in deionized water to remove vesicu-
lar glass. Euhedral biotite crystals were picked 
under a binocular microscope. Select biotite 
crystals were ultrasonically cleaned for 1 min in 
dilute (5%) nitric acid to remove adhering glass. 
Feldspar and quartz were concentrated using 
a Frantz magnetic separator. Sanidine crystals 
were largely isolated from the quartz and plagio-
clase using Na-polytungstate at 2.61 g/cm3. 
Individual sanidine crystals were further dis-
tinguished via scanning electron micros copy 
(SEM) using energy dispersive spectrometry 
(EDS) at both Oregon State University and the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison. As a fi nal 
purifi cation step, sanidine crystals were cleaned 
ultrasonically in dilute (5%) hydrofl uoric acid 
(HF) for 1 min followed by several rinses in de-
ionized water.

Sanidine and biotite crystals from each sam-
ple were encapsulated in pure Al foil packets 
and placed into wells in 2.5-cm-diameter Al 
disks interspersed with 28.34 Ma sanidine from 
the Taylor Creek rhyolite (Renne et al., 1998) 
as a neutron fl ux monitor. The Al disks were ir-
radiated for 3 h in the cadmium-lined in-core 
irradiation tube (CLICIT) at the Oregon State 
University TRIGA reactor. Based on previ-
ous experiments, corrections for undesirable 
nucleogenic reactions on 40K and 40Ca are as 
follows: [40Ar/39Ar]K = 0.00086; [36Ar/37Ar]Ca = 
0.000264; and [39Ar/37Ar]Ca = 0.000673 (Singer 
et al., 2004). Across individual Al disks, 
J values were uniform within a 2σ analytical 
uncertainty of 0.5%, which was propagated 
quadratically into the uncertainty on the fi nal 
age of each sample.

At the University of Wisconsin–Madison 
Rare Gas Geochronology Laboratory, bio-
tite and sanidine crystals were fused using a 
CO

2
 laser  at 25% and 35% output power, re-

spectively. Single-crystal laser-fusion (SCLF) 
analy ses were performed in most cases, al-
though small biotites (<150 µm diameter) 
in some samples necessitated that multiple 
crystals be fused together to generate signals 
larger than blanks. Biotite was treated with a 
low-power (0.1 Watt) cleanup step using a de-
focused laser beam to release adsorbed loosely 
bound argon—largely atmospheric in compo-
sition—prior to total fusion. Fully automated 
experiments included fusion for 75 s, followed 
by gas cleanup on two SAES GP50 getters for 
either 180 s (sanidine) or 600 s (biotite). Blanks 
were measured frequently throughout the ana-

lytical sessions, typically after every two laser 
fusions. Isotopic analysis and data reduction 
followed the procedures of Smith et al. (2003). 
Mass discrimination, monitored using a pipette 
of atmospheric argon measured 108 times dur-
ing the analytical sessions, varied by <±1.0‰ 
during each analytical session.

Paleomagnetism and 
Whole-Rock Geochemistry

Characteristic remanent magnetism (ChRM) 
directions and whole-rock geochemical analy-
ses were performed to test correlations of 
various units that cover areas of up to several 
1000 km2 and to develop a database for fu-
ture work. A summary of the paleomagnetic 
portion of this study (sampling, methods, and 
interpretation) is presented in Appendix 1, 
available through the GSA Data Repository.1 
A more comprehensive treatment will be pub-
lished elsewhere. Because defi nitive textural, 
mineralogical, or geochemical fi ngerprints for 
individual ignimbrites are diffi cult to estab-
lish (de Silva and Francis, 1989), only limited 
whole-rock geochemical chemical analyses 
were conducted. Major- and trace-element 
analyses were performed by X-ray fl uores-
cence (XRF) and inductively coupled plasma–
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) at GeoAnalytical 
Laboratories, Washington State University, 
Pull man, Washington (see Johnson et al., 1999).

Ignimbrite Correlation

We compiled a geographical information 
system (GIS) database containing our newly de-
termined 40Ar/39Ar age determinations ( Table 1) 
with the age and location of published iso topic 
ages determined for ignimbrites within the 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex. In addition, 
the GIS database includes the distributions of 
300 ignimbrite outcrops of 60 units that were 
digitized from paper geologic maps of the Lípez 
region published by Servicio Nacional de Geo-
logía y Minería (SERGEOMIN, see references 
in Table 2). Field mapping and section logging 
during this study and over the last 20 yr, coupled 
with the new geochronologic data strongly sug-
gested that the 60 individual ignimbrite units 
compiled in the Lípez region by SERGEOMIN  
represent a much smaller number of large-
volume  ignimbrites that, until now, could not be 

correlated owing to the lack of detailed study, 
and to the paucity and large uncertainties of 
previous age determinations. Work in north-
ern Chile and elsewhere (de Silva and Francis, 
1989; Hildreth and Mahood, 1985) has shown 
that large-volume ignimbrites (monotonous 
intermediates) are often diffi cult to distinguish 
in the fi eld, and we used precise 40Ar/39Ar age 
determinations, in conjunction with fi eld data 
and paleomagnetic signatures, to (1) correlate 
the previously mapped units by SERGEOMIN 
and others, (2) estimate the extent of each ig-
nimbrite from the Lípez region of Bolivia, and 
(3) establish distinctive ages for the majority of 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignimbrites. 
We use our newly acquired geochemical data 
and the published age data within the database 
to support our conclusions and resolve complex-
ities presented by the 40Ar/39Ar age data.

RESULTS

40Ar/39Ar Age Determinations

The results of 848 single-crystal and 84 
multicrystal fusion analyses from 60 samples 
are summarized in Table 1 (complete data in 
Appendix 2 [see footnote 1]). These new ages 
signifi cantly expand and refi ne the geochrono-
logic data available for the Altiplano-Puna vol-
canic complex. On average, 13 fusion ages were 
determined for each sample, and the results 
were pooled to calculate an inverse-variance 
weighted mean age. Because isochron regres-
sion of single- and multicrystal data revealed 
that excess argon is not present in either biotite 
or sanidine in a detectable amount, the weighted 
mean ages were taken to give the most precise 
estimates of time elapsed following eruption 
(Table 1). Sanidine analyses are preferred over 
biotite due to their large crystal size (>250 µm), 
higher K concentrations, higher precision, and 
potentially superior accuracy (e.g., Kelley, 
2002; Hora et al., 2010). Sanidine data from 
14 samples reveal Gaussian age distributions, 
with few outliers. Because sanidine was only 
present within some units (14 of the 60 samples 
analyzed), we rely on the weighted mean age of 
concordant biotite single-crystal fusion experi-
ments as the best estimate for the eruption age 
of many units. In 10 samples, we analyzed both 
biotite and sanidine, and the sanidine 40Ar/39Ar 
ages were younger (and outside of 2σ error) in 
every case, with the exception of the two least 
precise biotite ages (B06-018 and B06-002), 
which overlapped the corresponding sanidine 
ages within 2σ error (Figs. 2 and 3). The off-
set between sanidine and biotite ages shows 
no systematic variation with younger or older 
ages and ranges from concordant up to 320 k.y. 

1GSA Data Repository item 2011016, method-
ology and results of ChRM paleomagnetism; 
results of whole-rock chemical analyses; and 
full results of single-crystal and multiple-crystal, 
laser  fusion 40Ar/39Ar analyses, is available at http://
www.geosociety.org/pubs/ft2011.htm or by request 
to editing@geosociety.org.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF 40Ar/39Ar LASER FUSION ANALYSES 

Sample no.  Map* Mat† Min§
Latitude

(°S)
Longitude

(°W)

40Ar/36Ari

(±2σ)
 Isochron age

(Ma, ±2σ)  MSWD#

Weighted mean 
age**

(Ma, ±2σ) MSWD N
Age determinations from multiple ignimbrite samples
Tatio ignimbrite
B06-069 1 pum bio 22.3013 67.7631 292.2 ± 05.6 0.72 ± 0.04 0.39 0.699 ± 0.01 0.45 14 of 14
B06-070 2 mat bio 22.3438 67.7939 294.2 ± 07.1 0.77 ± 0.13 0.90 0.750 ± 0.06 0.81 10 of 10
B06-067 1 pum bio 22.3007 67.7613 295.6 ± 09.1 0.76 ± 0.13 1.60 0.764 ± 0.06 1.40 10 of 10

Weighted mean age of 34 analyses 0.703 ± 0.010 1.14 34

Laguna Colorada ignimbrite
B06-062 3 mat bio 22.2234 67.4256 278.0 ± 25.0 2.09 ± 0.21 0.95 1.95 ± 0.03 0.98  9 of 11
89022 4 mat bio 22.1857 67.5154 295.9 ± 16.2 2.04 ± 0.22 0.58 2.05 ± 0.05 0.54 14 of 14

Weighted mean age of 23 analyses 1.98 ± 0.03 1.30 23

Pastos Grandes ignimbrite
89017 5 mat bio 21.8182 67.8280 306.0 ± 13.0 2.86 ± 0.08 0.51 2.91 ± 0.03 0.63 14 of 14
B06-036 6 mat bio 21.5958 67.6083 299.0 ± 38.0 8.40 ± 0.18 0.15 2.93 ± 0.01 0.60 12 of 12
B06-056 7 mat bio 21.6550 67.7303 296.9 ± 05.5 2.95 ± 0.05 1.17 2.96 ± 0.02 0.53 11 of 12
B06-058 8 mat bio 21.9443 67.8738 310.0 ± 33.0 2.92 ± 0.11 0.65 2.97 ± 0.02 0.63 12 of 12

Weighted mean age of 49 analyses 2.94 ± 0.01 0.88 49

B06-056 7 mat san 21.6550 67.7303 293.0 ± 18.0 2.89 ± 0.02 1.06 2.88 ± 0.01 0.65 17 of 17
B06-058 8 mat san 21.9443 67.8738 294.0 ± 37.0 2.88 ± 0.02 0.66 2.88 ± 0.01 0.44 14 of 14
B06-036 6 mat san 21.5958 67.6083 292.1 ± 06.2 2.95 ± 0.03 0.70 2.89 ± 0.01 0.75 18 of 18
B06-045 9 mat san 21.4346 67.6374 293.0 ± 15.0 2.91 ± 0.02 0.89 2.91 ± 0.02 0.77 17 of 19

Weighted mean age of 66 analyses 2.89 ± 0.01 0.78 66
Tara ignimbrite
B06-081 10 pum bio 22.4388 67.3760 295.4 ± 01.2 3.87 ± 0.10 1.16 3.86 ± 0.05 1.02 11 of 13
B06-027 11 pum bio 22.5012 67.4764 296.1 ± 04.1 3.88 ± 0.12 0.22 3.89 ± 0.07 0.19 6 of 12
B06-072 12 mat bio 22.7550 67.6397 300.0 ± 12.0 3.44 ± 0.10 0.53 3.48 ± 0.03 0.52 13 of 13
B06-025 13 mat bio 22.6331 67.4980 296.1 ± 30.0 3.55 ± 0.05 0.48 3.56 ± 0.02 0.40 13 of 13
B06-018 14 mat bio 22.7756 67.2529 301.0 ± 16.0 3.51 ± 0.17 0.04 3.56 ± 0.07 0.13 6 of 6
B06-013 15 pum bio 22.4479 67.2805 253.0 ± 76.0 3.69 ± 0.11 0.18 3.63 ± 0.04 0.24 6 of 6

Weighted mean age of 38 analyses 3.55 ± 0.02 1.50 38

B06-018 14 mat san 22.7756 67.2529 291.0 ± 14.0 3.51 ± 0.04 0.81 3.51 ± 0.01 0.56 32 of 32
89002 16 mat san 22.5151 67.6409 295.0 ± 04.7 3.46 ± 0.03 1.37 3.46 ± 0.02 1.18 8 of 8

Weighted mean age of 40 analyses 3.49 ± 0.01 1.17 40
Puripicar ignimbrite
83015 17 pum bio 22.70 68.24 294.8 ± 06.4 4.06 ± 0.13 1.50 4.05 ± 0.11 1.38 13 of 13
89001 18 mat bio 22.3525 67.7278 301.5 ± 13.0 4.08 ± 0.05 1.20 4.09 ± 0.04 1.19 12 of 12

Weighted mean age of 25 analyses 4.09 ± 0.02 1.13 25
Alota ignimbrite
B06-063 19 pum bio 21.4573 67.6457 247.0 ± 34.0 5.78 ± 0.13 0.61 5.63 ± 0.04 0.91 11 of 11

B06-063 19 pum san 21.4573 67.6457 294.3 ± 02.5 5.25 ± 0.07 0.99 5.24 ± 0.02 0.40 23 of 27
ALI-189 20 pum san 21.4809 67.6127 296.1 ± 10.5 5.22 ± 0.03 1.77 5.23 ± 0.02 1.56 9 of 9

Weighted mean age of 32 analyses 5.23 ± 0.01 0.49 32
Chuhuilla ignimbrite
89019b 21 mat bio 21.7201 67.9552 292.9 ± 04.6 5.75 ± 0.11 0.89 5.70 ± 0.03 0.78 10 of 10
89019a 21 mat bio 21.7201 67.9552 312.8 ± 20.2 5.11 ± 0.46 0.12 5.51 ± 0.03 0.78 4 of 4
B06-050 22 pum bio 21.2490 68.1288 288.0 ± 12.0 5.60 ± 0.12 0.91 5.54 ± 0.03 0.55 12 of 12

Weighted mean age of 16 analyses 5.52 ± 0.02 0.72 16

89019 21 mat san 21.7201 67.9552 296.4 ± 06.4 5.45 ± 0.04 0.78 5.45 ± 0.02 0.46 16 of 17

Guacha ignimbrite
B06-085 23 pum bio 22.3545 67.3929 294.0 ± 01.8 5.73 ± 0.25 0.71 5.52 ± 0.06 0.87 11 of 11
B06-007 24 pum bio 22.1630 67.3104 294.4 ± 02.5 5.92 ± 0.73 1.40 5.59 ± 0.19 1.30 12 of 12
B06-002 25 mat bio 21.8401 67.3373 290.3 ± 06.4 5.80 ± 0.13 0.51 5.71 ± 0.05 0.62 12 of 12
B06-022 26 mat bio 22.6085 67.3998 294.6 ± 02.8 5.78 ± 0.07 0.91 5.77 ± 0.04 0.61 10 of 12
B06-080 10 pum bio 22.4388 67.3760 293.6 ± 03.7 5.81 ± 0.04 1.90 5.80 ± 0.00 1.04 13 of 12
B06-030 27 mat bio 22.3813 67.1490 297.0 ± 10.0 5.82 ± 0.07 0.80 5.84 ± 0.02 0.50 12 of 12

Weighted mean age of 59 analyses 5.81 ± 0.01 1.40 59

B06-002 25 mat san 21.8401 67.3373 306.0 ± 45.0 5.65 ± 0.04 0.02 5.65 ± 0.01 0.52 26 of 26

Panizos ignimbrite
BOL-07-005 28 pum bio 22.2521 66.8351 294.0 ± 32.0 6.97 ± 0.25 1.70 6.98 ± 0.04 1.50 12 of 12
BOL-07-001 29 pum bio 21.9834 66.5360 295.7 ± 02.9 6.66 ± 0.17 1.01 6.67 ± 0.07 0.90 12 of 12
BOL-07-002 30 pum bio 22.0503 66.6334 301.0 ± 13.7 6.72 ± 0.07 0.29 6.75 ± 0.02 0.29 10 of 10
BOL-07-003 28 pum bio 22.2521 66.8351 291.3 ± 04.6 6.78 ± 0.04 0.71 6.75 ± 0.02 0.83 12 of 12
BOL-07-004 28 pum bio 22.2521 66.8351 293.3 ± 03.9 6.80 ± 0.06 0.77 6.78 ± 0.03 0.73 12 of 12
B06-077 31 pum bio 22.1199 66.9163 293.0 ± 18.0 6.88 ± 0.15 1.12 6.86 ± 0.03 0.36 10 of 10

Weighted mean age of 56 analyses 6.79 ± 0.02 2.50 56

Sifon ignimbrite
83001 32 mat bio 22.66 68.47 299.2 ± 28.0 8.20 ± 0.32 0.37 8.23 ± 0.15 0.35 14 of 14
83005 33 pum bio 22.75 68.44 303.0 ± 23.6 8.28 ± 0.22 1.06 8.34 ± 0.07 1.02 14 of 14

Weighted mean age of 28 analyses 8.33 ± 0.06 0.72 28
(continued)
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF 40Ar/39Ar LASER FUSION ANALYSES (continued ) 

Sample no.  Map* Mat† Min§
Latitude

(°S)
Longitude

(°W)

40Ar/36Ari

(±2σ)
 Isochron age

(Ma, ±2σ)  MSWD#

Weighted mean 
age**

(Ma, ±2σ) MSWD N
Age determinations from multiple ignimbrite samples (continued)
Vilama ignimbrite
B06-003 25 mat bio 21.8410 67.3363 293.0 ± 03.9 8.30 ± 0.19 0.21 8.22 ± 0.11 0.32 12 of 12
B06-032 34 mat bio 22.3414 67.1764 286.0 ± 17.0 8.41 ± 0.12 0.95 8.37 ± 0.04 0.49 12 of 12
B06-039 35 pum bio 21.7250 67.3865 288.0 ± 28.0 8.44 ± 0.19 0.59 8.40 ± 0.05 0.17 6 of 6
B06-035 36 mat bio 22.3916 66.9955 297.0 ± 13.0 8.42 ± 0.12 0.18 8.42 ± 0.04 0.08 12 of 12
B06-029 37 mat bio 22.2506 67.3454 294.6 ± 03.2 8.42 ± 0.13 0.97 8.42 ± 0.05 0.51 12 of 12
B06-031 38 mat bio 22.2265 67.0992 299.0 ± 38.0 8.40 ± 0.18 0.15 8.42 ± 0.06 7.16 12 of 12
B06-042 39 pum bio 21.7173 67.3521 297.0 ± 16.0 8.46 ± 0.13 0.97 8.46 ± 0.04 0.42 11 of 12

Weighted mean age of 77 analyses 8.41 ± 0.02 0.59 77

Artola ignimbrite
83002†† 32 mat bio 22.66 68.47 303.8 ± 23.6 9.37 ± 0.22 0.87 9.45 ± 0.03 0.84 13 of 15
83028†† 40 mat bio 22.72 68.22 298.2 ± 20.9 9.32 ± 0.24 1.11 9.35 ± 0.03 1.04 15 of 15

Weighted mean age of 28 analyses 9.40 ± 0.03 2.00 28

Ignimbrite ages from single samples
Puripica Chico ignimbrite
B06-073 41 pum bio 22.6262 67.6788 297.1 ± 05.5 1.69 ± 0.06 0.67 1.70 ± 0.02 0.60 10 of 10

Talabre ignimbrite
83078 42 mat bio 23.59 67.88 304.4 ± 20.1 2.32 ± 0.40 0.80 2.51 ± 0.08 0.80 16 of 16

Atana ignimbrite
83077 43 mat bio 23.18 67.98 300.0 ± 13.5 3.92 ± 0.14 0.22 3.96 ± 0.08 0.24 13 of 13

Chaxas II ignimbrite
83034 44 mat bio 22.77 68.08 269.4 ± 33.8 4.12 ± 0.18 1.49 4.00 ± 0.10 1.65 10 of 12

Pelon ignimbrite
83016†† 17 mat bio 22.70 68.24 290.4 ± 15.3 6.21 ± 1.11 0.83 5.82 ± 0.08 0.80 13 of 14

Linzor ignimbrite
83065†† 45 pum bio 22.25 68.14 289.3 ± 09.4 6.51 ± 0.30 0.63 6.33 ± 0.12 0.70 15 of 15

Toconce ignimbrite
83061 46 pum bio 22.28 68.22 281.6 ± 23.2 6.84 ± 0.56 0.52 6.52 ± 0.19 0.57 15 of 15

Yerbas Buenas ignimbrite
83022B†† 47 mat bio 22.66 68.23 311.7 ± 34.4 8.08 ± 0.45 0.72 8.30 ± 0.04 0.74 14 of 14

Chaxas I ignimbrite
83035†† 48 pum bio 22.90 68.05 324.5 ± 51.8 8.13 ± 0.38 0.54 8.35 ± 0.03 0.61 14 of 14

Divisoco ignimbrite
83050 49 mat bio 22.28 68.29 299.7 ± 16.1 10.13 ± 0.22 0.81 10.18 ± 0.15 0.77 14 of 14

Rio San Antonio ignimbrite
B06-005 50 pum bio 22.1780 67.3123 304.0 ± 17.0 10.09 ± 0.83 0.41 10.33 ± 0.64 0.48  9 of 12

Lower Rio San Pedro ignimbrite
83088 51 pum bio 22.02 68.62 294.9 ± 6.7 10.72 ± 0.30 0.63 10.71 ± 0.14 0.58 16 of 16

Effusive eruptions
Sombrero dome, Pastos Grandes caldera
B06-057 52 lava bio 21.7866 67.7534 296.6 ± 03.9 2.98 ± 0.06 1.20 3.00 ± 0.01 0.93 10 of 12
B06-057 52 lava san 21.7866 67.7534 402.0 ± 280.0 2.80 ± 0.09 0.78 2.83 ± 0.02 0.75 13 of 14

Rio Chajnantor dome, Guacha caldera
B06-024 53 lava bio 22.6213 67.4668 301.0 ± 30.0 3.56 ± 0.16 1.60 3.59 ± 0.02 1.20 13 of 13
B06-024 53 lava san 22.6213 67.4668 309.0 ± 16.0 3.50 ± 0.03 0.58 3.51 ± 0.02 0.63 22 of 22

Chajnantor lavas, Guacha caldera
BOL-07-021 54 lava san 22.6294 67.4136 295.7 ± 02.9 3.67 ± 0.10 1.5 3.67 ± 0.13 1.20 7 of 7

Rio Guacha dome, Guacha caldera
B06-023 55 lava bio 22.6107 67.4387 308.0 ± 12.0 3.57 ± 0.04 1.17 3.61 + 0.02 1.01  9 of 10

Alota dome, Alota ignimbrite shield
92CJ018 56 lava bio 21.4948 67.5831 298.3 ± 4.9 5.46 ± 0.06 1.18 5.49 ± 0.02 0.79  9 of 12
92CJ018 56 lava san 21.4948 67.5831 290.9 ± 7.1 5.23 ± 0.04 1.00 5.22 ± 0.02 0.60 16 of 16

Note: Full analytical data in Appendix 2 (see text footnote 1). Preferred ages in bold.
*Map—refers to sample location numbers in Figure 6.
†Mat.—material from which minerals were extracted (pum—pumice; mat—matrix).
§Min.—mineral used in laser fusion analyses (bio—biotite; san—sanidine).
#MSWD—mean square of weighted deviations.
**Ages were calculated relative to 28.34 Taylor Creek sanidine (Renne et al., 1998); italicized biotite data are discordant and were not used in weighted mean calculations.
††Indicates sample with multiple crystal fusion analyses; all others analyzed by single-crystal laser fusions (SCLF). 
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This behavior has also been observed in other 
Pliocene–Pleistocene silicic lavas and ignim-
brites within the Central Andes and may refl ect 
pre-eruption partitioning of a small quantity of 
excess argon into biotite that is retained upon 
eruption owing to the higher closure tempera-
ture of biotite relative to sanidine (Hora et al., 
2010). Thus, the biotite dates likely yield maxi-
mum ages for those units.

K-Ar versus 40Ar/39Ar Ages

We determined 40Ar/39Ar ages for 13 ignim-
brite samples from northern Chile that had pre-
viously been analyzed by the K-Ar method (de 
Silva, 1989b). K-Ar and 40Ar/39Ar ages are con-
cordant for 11 of 13 samples, whereas, in two 
others, the 40Ar/39Ar age is older than the corre-
sponding K-Ar age (Table 3; Fig. 4). Moreover, 
in each case, the 2σ analytical uncertainty of 
the 40Ar/39Ar age is smaller by a factor of 4–5 
compared to the K-Ar ages. A signifi cant im-
plication of the new 40Ar/39Ar ages is that it is 
now possible to distinguish among ignimbrite 
units that had previously yielded concordant 
K-Ar ages.

Paleomagnetism and 
Whole-Rock Geochemistry

Characteristic remanent magnetism (ChRM) 
directions were determined for 45 sites in 10 
ignimbrites. The ChRM data were especially 
useful in distinguishing ignimbrites in the 
central region of the study area where many 
of the large ignimbrite sheets overlap and will 
be the subject of a later publication. The re-
sults of 21 whole-rock geochemical analyses 
(19 unaltered blocks of pumice and 2 effusive 
post-ignimbrite lavas) are shown in Figure 5 
and reported in full in Appendix 3 in the GSA 
Data Repository (see footnote 1). Analyses of 
samples with concordant 40Ar/39Ar ages are 
commonly consistent with respect to most 
major  and trace elements and support correla-
tions based primarily on the age determinations 
and fi eld relations. The ignimbrites and lavas 
analyzed in this study are similar to previous 
measurements of Altiplano-Puna volcanic 
complex ignimbrites, i.e., dominantly high-K, 
calc-alkaline dacites with much lesser volumes 
of rhyodacites and rhyolites.

Unit Correlations and Preferred Ages

Most ignimbrite outcrops in the Lípez region 
are similar to Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex 
ignimbrites in Chile (de Silva, 1989b; de Silva 
and Francis, 1989; Lindsay et al., 2001a, 2001b; 
Schmitt et al., 2001) and Argentina (Soler et al., 

TABLE 2. PREVIOUS UNIT AND AGE DESIGNATIONS OF CORRELATED 
ALTIPLANO-PUNA VOLCANIC COMPLEX IGNIMBRITES

Ignimbrite and correlated tuffs
K/Ar
(Ma) Age reference Map*

Tatio ignimbrite
41.0±17.0)elihC(.gIoitaT † Barquero-Molina (2003) 57

85)6991(.lateeuqohC4.0±3.1sffutirupocoT
Huayllajara tuffs
Michina 1 tuffs
Michina 2 tuffs
Río Pabellon 2 tuffs

Puripica Chico ignimbrite
Puripica Chico tuffs

Laguna Colorada ignimbrite
2.0±9.1sffut4atidaugA

1.7 ± 0.5
Baker and Francis (1978)
Baker and Francis (1978)

4
59

Aguadita 3 tuffs
Aguadita Brava tuffs§

Pastos Grandes ignimbrite
Pastos Grandes tuffs 3.2 ± 0.3 Lema and Ramos (1996) 60

3.2 ± 0.4 Baker and Francis (1978) 61
3.5 ± 0.3 Pacheco and Ramírez (1997a) 62

36)8791(sicnarFdnarekaB2.0±2.3sffutalotahC
3.6 ± 0.5 Pacheco and Ramírez (1997a) 64

Huayllar tuffs

Tara ignimbrite
Upper Tara (Chile) 3.42 ± 0.15

3.77 ± 0.15
3.65 ± 0.12
3.82 ± 0.13
3.81 ± 0.12
3.83 ± 0.21

Lindsay et al. (2001a)
Lindsay et al. (2001a)
Lindsay et al. (2001a)
Lindsay et al. (2001a)
Lindsay et al. (2001a)
Lindsay et al. (2001a)

65
66
67
65
68
66

Aguadita Brava tuffs§

Atana tuffs
Chajnantor tuffs§

Pampa Totoral tuffs
Pampas Guayaques 1 tuffs§

Pampas Guayaques 2 tuffs§

Alota ignimbrite
Juvina tuffs

Guacha ignimbrite
96)b7991(zerímaRdnaocehcaP5.0±5.4sffut2atidaugA

Lower Tara (Chile) 5.47 ± 0.33
5.62 ± 0.98
5.68 ± 0.14

Lindsay et al. (2001a)
Lindsay et al. (2001a)
Lindsay et al. (2001a)

70
66
71
27)6991(.latesardnemlA5.0±6.5sffutacnI

Pampa Guayaques 1 tuffs§ 5.9 ± 0.4 Almendras et al. (1996) 73
4.0±8.5sffutjoyatilluT

6.2 ± 0.4
Pacheco and Ramírez (1997c)
Pacheco and Ramírez (1997b)

24
74

5.0±2.6sffut1atidaugA
6.3 ± 0.4

Almendras et al. (1996)
Pacheco and Ramírez (1997b)

75
69
67)b7991(zerímaRdnaocehcaP4.0±5.6sffutaneteuQ

Chajnantor tuffs§ 6.6 ± 0.5 Almendras et al. (1996) 77
87)6991(.latesardnemlA4.0±6.6sffutanilaK
97)6991(.lateeuqohC7.0±9.6sffutadagleD

Pampa Guayaques 2 tuffs§

Chuhuilla ignimbrite
Chuhuilla ignimbrite 5.9 ± 0.3 Baker and Francis (1978) 80

22)7991(nólledlaBdnasardnemlA5.0±0.6sffutlimasamoT
6.2 ± 0.7 Almendras and Baldellón (1997) 81
6.3 ± 0.8 Pacheco and Ramírez (1997a) 82
6.7 ± 0.6 Almendras and Baldellón (1997) 83

48)a7991(zerímaRdnaocehcaP8.0±4.7sffutuyamuihT
Note: Ignimbrite units of this study underlined; correlated units are in plain text. Geologic map references with 

correlated tuffs not listed above: Fernández et al. (1996), García (1996), Pacheco and Ramirez (1996).
*Map refers to locations in Figure 6.
†40Ar/39Ar age.
§Denotes units with outcrops that have been correlated with more than one ignimbrite unit in this study.
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2007); they are commonly buff in color and 
contain large (commonly up to 5 mm) pheno-
crysts of plagioclase, quartz, and biotite. Due 
to signifi cant overlap in both whole-rock and 
mineral chemistry among the ignimbrite units, 
we relied heavily on fi eld observations and 
high-precision 40Ar/39Ar age determinations 
supported by ChRM data to establish unit cor-
relations as well as the eruption age for each 
ignimbrite. Positive correlations were made 
where all applicable samples within a unit 
yielded: (1) 40Ar/39Ar ages with Gaussian prob-
ability distributions and mean square weighted 
deviate (MSWD) values <1.5, (2) consistent 
paleomagnetic and stratigraphic fi eld observa-
tions, and (3) comparable bulk chemical and 
mineralogical composition. Once correlation 
was established among sample sites, we used 
the age, geochemical, paleomagnetic, and 
previously published K-Ar ages to correlate 
the numerous outcrop distributions from the 
SERGEOMIN  geologic maps of southwest Bo-
livia (Table 2; Fig. 6).

Ignimbrite Extent and Volumes

The sheer scale of these large ignimbrites 
and their source calderas, coupled with the 
vagaries of distribution, exposure, and preser-
vation, particularly in older eruptions, makes 

volume estimation a nontrivial task. Examina-
tion of the literature (e.g., Mason et al., 2004) 
shows that, in many cases, volume estimations 
are often order of magnitude estimates that are 
loosely based on two rules of thumb: (1) that 
magma equivalent intracaldera and outfl ow 
deposit volumes are approximately equal and 
(2) that some outfl ow deposit volumes are ap-
proximately equal to coignimbrite ash volumes. 
Based on our experience in the Altiplano-Puna 
volcanic complex and at Cerro Galán, we fi nd 
these rules untenable. First, intracaldera:outfl ow 
ratios range considerably based on collapse-
style and timing. At La Pacana (Lindsay et al., 
2001a), Vilama (Soler et al., 2007), and Cerro 
Galán (Folkes et al., 2010) intracaldera:outfl ow 
ratios are as high as 4:1 or 5:1.

Second, the crystal-rich nature of the monoto-
nous intermediate magmas and minimal crys-
tal enrichment in the bulk matrix compared to 
pumice suggest that fallout and ash volumes 
may not be as important as generally assumed. 
To date, no correlation of distal ash deposits of 
any signifi cant volume has been realized for the 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex. So, the as-
sumption of an equivalent outfl ow:ash-fall ratio 
is not supported in this work. To avoid these po-
tential sources of overinfl ation of eruption vol-
umes, we adopt a very conservative approach as 
described below.

Intracaldera Deposit Volume
Intracaldera volume is calculated based on 

excellent exposure of resurgent blocks of the 
Pastos Grandes and Guacha calderas, which re-
veal 1.3 and 1.1 km, respectively, of maximum 
relief between the resurgent intracaldera domes 
and their surrounding moats. These thicknesses 
consist of welded tuff and thus represent a 
minimum thickness of intracaldera ignimbrite. 
While the intracaldera deposits of the older 
eruptions from these nested caldera complexes 
are largely obscured, and the depth of collapse 
for these eruptions is unconstrained, we use a 
1 km intracaldera thickness for the older erup-
tive units (Chuhuilla and Guacha ignimbrites). 
Similar thicknesses of at least 1.1 km are also 
seen in the other major caldera complex in this 
region (Lindsay et al., 2001a; Soler et al., 2007; 
Folkes et al., 2010). Unlike at La Pacana and 
Vilama calderas, where asymmetric caldera col-
lapse was assumed and intracaldera thicknesses 
were extrapolated in volume calculations (Lind-
say et al., 2001a; Soler et al., 2007), we do not 
make any similar adjustments to the intracal-
dera volumes of the Guacha, Chuhuilla, Tara, or 
Pastos  Grandes ignimbrites.

For the ignimbrite shields (Laguna Colorada, 
Tatio, and Alota), we assume modest sag-type 
calderas (<65 km2) with minimal intracaldera 
fi ll depths of 0.2 km. These estimates are based 
on the relatively large size of outfl ow sheets and 
evidence for the presence of a sag caldera be-
neath the effusive lavas of the Panizos ignim-
brite shield (Ort, 1993). Intracaldera deposits 
have measured densities near dense rock equiva-
lent (2.4 g/cm3), and no adjustment is made to 
the deposit volumes.

Outfl ow Deposit Volumes
Although the relative youth and long-term 

aridity of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex 
result in mostly intact deposits, limited down-
cutting prevents accurate thickness estimates 
throughout the distribution of each ignimbrite. 
The available exposure, uplift local to the cal-
deras, and distal mesas and other remnants, 
however, do allow useful thickness estimates 
for each unit to be determined from source to 
edge. While locally the outfl ow ignimbrites 
may be hundreds of meters thick (proximal to 
caldera, or valley ponded), typically the ignim-
brites range from ~80 to 20 m throughout most 
of their extent, thinning distally to 10 m or less. 
We thus use an average of 50 m for the outfl ow 
deposit thickness, which is then multiplied by 
the areal extent of each unit to calculate the out-
fl ow volumes.

The areal extents of the deposits used for vol-
ume calculations are defi ned by the most dis-
tal outcrops we were able to correlate. Rather 
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Figure 2. Comparison of 40Ar/39Ar results from coeval sanidine and biotite from common 
samples. Tie lines connect apparent ages for each sample. The bar width represents 2σ ana-
lytical uncertainty. The weighted mean ages of each mineral phase are only concordant in 
two samples (B06-018 and B02-002) for which the biotite has a large uncertainty. In other 
cases, sanidine ages are signifi cantly younger.
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than assume radial distribution, we attempted 
to generate shape fi les in the GIS that refl ect 
the mapped distribution of the units, taking into 
account preexisting topography to the best ex-
tent of our knowledge. Older deposits are the 
most prone to error in this treatment. Based 
on measured bulk ignimbrite densities of 1.8–
2.2 g/cm3, DRE volumes are calculated to 75% 
of deposit volume.

While the long-term aridity of the plateau 
going back at least until 10 Ma has been well 
established (e.g., Strecker et al., 2007), local fl u-
vial erosion has been persistent plateauwide. In 
the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex, interplay 
between fl uvial and eolian erosion is strongly 
documented in the ignimbrites (Bailey et al., 
2007; de Silva et al., 2010), and there is clear 
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Figure 3. Cumulative probability diagrams of the 
fi ve ignimbrites for which single-crystal laser fusion 
ages were obtained from both sanidine and biotite. 
Normal (Gaussian) distributions are interpreted to 
represent a single population of crystals from an indi-
vidual ignimbrite unit. Horizontal lines represent 2σ 
analytical uncertainty of data from which cumulative 
probability curves were generated (Table 1). In each 
case, sanidine yields a younger weighted mean age.

TABLE 3. NEW BIOTITE 40Ar/39Ar AGES VERSUS BIOTITE K-Ar AGES OF DE SILVA (1989b)

Sample no.
Lat
(°S)

Long
(°W)

40Ar/39Ar
(Ma, ±2σ)

K-Ar
(Ma, ±2σ) Ignimbrite

83078 23.59 67.88 2.51 ± 0.08 2.34 ± 0.22 Talabre
83077 23.18 67.98 3.96 ± 0.08 4.18 ± 0.28 Atana
83034 22.77 68.02 4.00 ± 0.10 4.29 ± 0.14 Chaxas
83015 22.70 68.24 4.05 ± 0.11 4.02 ± 0.22 Puripicar
83016 22.70 68.24 5.82 ± 0.08 5.71 ± 0.73 Pelon
83065 22.25 68.14 6.33 ± 0.12 5.65 ± 0.34 Linzor
83001 22.66 68.47 8.23 ± 0.15 8.29 ± 0.25 Sifon
83022B 22.66 68.23 8.30 ± 0.04 8.48 ± 0.56 Yerbas Buenas
83005 22.75 68.44 8.34 ± 0.07 7.76 ± 0.57 Sifon
83028 22.72 68.22 9.35 ± 0.03 9.39 ± 0.28 Artola
83002 22.66 68.47 9.45 ± 0.03 9.53 ± 0.36 Artola
83050 22.28 68.29 10.18 ± 0.15 10.60 ± 0.62 Divisoco
83088 22.02 68.62 10.71 ± 0.14 9.66 ± 0.49 Lower Rio San Pedro
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evidence that distal ignimbrite deposits have 
been completely removed. However, this loss is 
local and windward and certainly not pervasive 
throughout the extent of the ignimbrites. More-
over, the amount removed by erosion is a 
function of material properties of ignimbrite 
leach (induration, welding, etc.; de Silva et al., 
2010). We do not attempt to estimate the amount 
of material removed by erosion.

Volumes of Fallout and Coignimbrite Ash
Similarly, we make no consideration for loss 

of fallout or coignimbrite ash. The lack of re-
gionally extensive Plinian fall precursors to 
these large-volume ignimbrites is documented 
in many areas beyond the Central Andes, and 
this may suggest low-fountaining eruption col-
umns that do not generate signifi cant Plinian 
fallout (e.g., de Silva et al., 2006b). Ort (1993) 
has argued that the extremely crystal-rich 
nature  of the Panizos ignimbrites (50% crystals 
in the pumice), which are similar to many other 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignimbrites, 
resulted in ash-poor ignimbrites that would 
only be weakly fl uidized and that elutriation 
of fi ne ash would be ineffi cient. Preliminary 
estimates of crystal enrichment in the Cerro 
Galán ignimbrites (Folkes et al., 2010) and the 
Puripicar  and Atana ignimbrites of northern 
Chile suggest crystal enrichment of only 10%–
15%, i.e., much lower than would be expected 
if approximately equivalent volumes of outfl ow 
and fallout ash (co-plinian or coignimbrite) 
were erupted.

As outlined already, our approach mini-
mizes potential errors and yields minimum ig-
nimbrite volumes (Table 4). The largest error  

in our estimates is in the lack of constraint on 
topographic control of the older ignimbrites 
beneath the Vilama in Bolivia and the Sifon in 
Chile. However, suffi cient incision and base-
ment exposure indicate that these are rather 
confi ned and not as laterally extensive as the 
younger ignimbrites (e.g., de Silva, 1989b; 
Caffe et al., 2008). Further detailed mapping 
may refi ne our fi gures if new exposures are 
found, with the most signifi cant changes likely 
to come when the Guacha and Pastos Grandes 
calderas are mapped and studied in more de-
tail, which we suspect will only increase our 
volume estimates.

CORRELATION, DISTRIBUTIONS, 
AND VOLUMES OF LIPEZ 
IGNIMBRITE UNITS

Pastos Grandes Caldera Complex

Chuhuilla Ignimbrite
The Chuhuilla ignimbrite is the northern-

most large-volume ignimbrite of the Altiplano-
Puna volcanic complex and was linked with 
the Pastos Grandes caldera complex when the 
~60 × 35 km, oval collapse structure was fi rst 
identified through satellite imagery (Baker, 
1981). Chuhuilla pumice is crystal-rich, 
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Figure 4. Comparison of 40Ar/39Ar results from this study with K-Ar results from the same samples reported in 
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containing  large, purple phenocrysts of quartz 
commonly >5 mm, and large euhedral biotite. 
Within the pumice, dense, crystal-rich enclaves 
of euhedral  plagioclase, quartz, biotite, and am-
phibole are common. No fallout was identifi ed 
for this unit. Two analyzed pumice blocks con-
tain 68–69 wt% SiO

2
.

Baker and Francis (1978) determined a bio-
tite K-Ar age of 5.9 ± 0.3 Ma for the Chuhuilla 
ignimbrite, whereas our 40Ar/39Ar age determi-
nations for two biotite samples yielded discor-
dant results. Biotite from sample B06-050 gave 
a 40Ar/39Ar date of 5.54 ± 0.03 Ma, whereas the 
age distribution from biotite from sample 89019 
was bimodal (Fig. 2), with four of the ages 
concordant with sample B06-050 (Table 1). 
Sanidine from sample 89019 gave a normal 
probability distribution (Fig. 3A) and our pre-
ferred age of 5.45 ± 0.02 Ma.

The Chuhuilla ignimbrite crops out primar-
ily to the north of Pastos Grandes caldera and in 
valley exposures between Cerro Juvina and the 
caldera. Sample 89019, however, was collected 
west of the Pastos Grandes resurgent dome and 
supports a larger distribution for this unit. We cor-
related the distribution of the Chuhuilla ignim-

brite of Baker (1977, 1981) with the Tomasamil  
and Thiumayu tuffs of the geologic maps (Al-
mendras and Baldellón, 1997; Pacheco and 
Ramírez, 1997a) based on outcrop distributions 
and similar K-Ar ages (Table 2). The ignimbrite 
unit likely extends farther west and north than 
the mapped extent, but is buried beneath the 
modern arc deposits. On the Chilean side of the 
border, the 5.4 ± 0.3 Ma (K-Ar age of Baker and 
Francis, 1978) rhyolitic Carcote ignimbrite is 
stratigraphically equivalent but compositionally 
distinct from the dacitic Chuhuilla ignimbrite, 
and we therefore consider them separate units, 
although they have not been found in contact in 
the fi eld. Southward into Chile, the Toconce  and 
Linzor tuffs are also stratigraphically and chrono-
logi cally equivalent to the Chuhuilla ignimbrite, 
but the source of these small-volume  ignimbrites 
is in northern Chile (de Silva, 1989b). Our cur-
rent map of the distribution of the Chuhuilla ig-
nimbrite covers an area of ~4000 km2 (Fig. 6). 
Increases in thickness and welding toward the 
Pastos Grandes caldera support the Baker and 
Francis (1978) suggestion that the source of the 
Chuhuilla ignimbrite is in the area of the cur-
rent Pastos Grandes caldera. It remains to be 

determined if the large Pastos Grandes collapse 
scarp is related to the Pastos Grandes ignim-
brite (described later herein) or whether this is 
a Chuhuilla-aged structure that was reactivated 
during the younger eruption. Lavas  from the 
Chuhuilla stratovolcano defi ne the crest of the 
scarp, lie stratigraphically above the Chuhuilla 
ignimbrite, and may represent postignimbrite 
eruptions along the ring fracture. We note that 
the K-Ar date of 7.3 ± 0.5 Ma for the Chuhuilla 
lavas (Pacheco and Ramírez, 1997a) is inconsis-
tent with the stratigraphy because they overlie 
the 5.45 Ma Chuhuilla ignimbrite. Assuming 
the Pastos Grandes collapse scarp is indeed 
related to the Chuhuilla caldera, we calculate 
an intracaldera area of ~1100 km2, an outfl ow 
area of ~3170 km2, and a minimum DRE vol-
ume of ~1200 km3 for the Chuhuilla ignimbrite 
(Fig. 6; Table 4).

Alota Ignimbrite
The rhyolitic Alota ignimbrite shield (also 

known as Cerro Juvina) is located ~10 km 
east of the Chuhuilla stratovolcano within the 
broad Alota basin. It consists of a gently slop-
ing (~4%–6%) ignimbrite apron with lava fl ows 
stratigraphically above the center of the shield. 
Downcutting around the domes reveals the con-
tact between the lavas and the pyroclastic units 
to be conformable and consistent with post-
ignimbrite effusive activity above the pyroclas-
tic base. Pumice from the Alota ignimbrite is 
among the most silicic (75 wt% SiO

2
) measured 

within the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex.
Prior to this study, the only age for this center 

was a 6.5 ± 0.3 Ma K-Ar determination from 
biotite in the central lava complex (Pacheco 
and Ramírez, 1997a). Sanidine from dome lava 
yields a 40Ar/39Ar age of 5.22 ± 0.01 Ma, which 
is indistinguishable from the Alota ignimbrite 
pumice age of 5.23 ± 0.01 Ma (Table 1).

The Alota ignimbrite is largely restricted to 
the Alota basin, suggesting that the currently 
exposed sedimentary sequences to the east, and 

Figure 6. Location map showing sample localities and estimated original ignimbrite dis-
tributions (thick colored outlines) of newly described ignimbrite units from the Bolivian 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex. Extents of previously described Vilama (Soler et al., 2007) 
and Panizos (Ort, 1993) ignimbrites are also shown, with minor modifi cation to the Vilama 
as described in the text. Outcrops from the SERGEOMIN geologic maps (fi lled polygons) 
are color-coded to demonstrate correlations to each ignimbrite unit (see Table 3 for refer-
ences and original outcrop names). Distributions of Tara and Guacha ignimbrites in Chile 
are from Lindsay et al. (2001a). 40Ar/39Ar sample locations from this study are shown as 
circles; stars are published isotopic age data used to aid in correlating ignimbrites in this 
study (see Table 2 for references). Map numbers correspond with 40Ar/39Ar and K-Ar dates 
listed in Tables 1 and 2 (previously published age data for Vilama and Panizos ignimbrites 
are not shown). Dashed lines show approximate or inferred locations of caldera collapse 
scarps. Locations of characteristic remanent magnetism (ChRM) sample sites discussed in 
Appendix 1 (see text footnote 1) are shown as squares. Base map is a digital elevation model 
(DEM) made from 90 m Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data.

TABLE 4. VOLUME CALCULATIONS FOR NEWLY DESCRIBED IGNIMBRITES

fltuO*aredlacartnI  ow†

Area Thickness Volume Area Thickness Volume Total DRE§

mk(etirbmingI 2) (km) (km3) (km2) (km) (km3) (km3)
005154150.0009203413.10011sednarGsotsaP
003133250.0056405110.10511ahcauG
002195150.0071300110.10011alliuhuhC
00847150.008432861.1026araT

066550.000116.212.036adaroloCanugaL
042450.00388.012.045oitaT
026250.002532.051atolA

Puripica Chico 01850.0051
*Thickness of intracaldera deposit estimated as maximum relief between resurgent dome and caldera moat.
†Area of outfl ow does not include intracaldera area.
§Total dense rock equivalent (DRE) = (0.75 × [outfl ow volume] + [intracaldera volume]) and rounded to nearest 10 or 100 km3; 0.75 factor based on average densities of 

~1.8 g/cm3 calculated for outfl ow bulk matrix of Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignimbrites.
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the Chuhuilla stratovolcano to the west acted as 
topographic barriers. Our estimate of the Alota 
ignimbrite outfl ow distribution (Fig. 6) includes 
a modest extension of the Juvina tuffs of Pa-
checo and Ramírez (1997a). Incision around the 
effusive dome lavas reveals evidence of proxi-
mal thickening of the pyroclastic sequence. This 
suggests a shallow sag structure in which the 
proximal deposits are assumed to have ponded. 
An overall volume of at least ~20 km3 DRE is 
calculated for this ignimbrite.

Pastos Grandes Ignimbrite
In the Alota basin, three major ignimbrite 

units are clearly exposed with the 5.45 Ma Chu-
huilla ignimbrite overlain by the 5.23 Ma Alota 
ignimbrite, and the 2.89 Ma Pastos Grandes 
(Fig. 7A). Pumice in the Pastos Grandes ignim-
brite is rare and, where present, is strongly in-
durated and diffi cult to extract. No fall deposit 
is associated with this thick, homogeneous ig-
nimbrite unit.

The eastern outfl ow of the Pastos Grandes ig-
nimbrite was mapped by Pacheco and Ramírez 
(1997a) as the Chatola tuffs, with two K-Ar 
ages between 3 and 4 Ma (Baker and Francis , 
1978; Pacheco and Ramírez, 1997a). This out-
fl ow unit, just east of the Pastos Grandes caldera 
scarp, is thick and highly indurated, consistent 
with a relatively proximal source. Pacheco 
and Ramírez (1997a) argued that eruption 
of the out fl ow Chatola tuffs was responsible 
for the collapse of the Pastos Grandes caldera, 
which was then closely followed by eruption of 
the intracaldera Pastos Grandes tuffs. However, 
based on the concordant ages of the intra caldera 
and outfl ow units, and the thick (1.3 km) re-
surgent mound of intra caldera ignim brite, we 
argue that caldera collapse likely occurred early 
in the eruption and emplaced a single unit, the 
Pastos Grandes ignimbrite. We have also cor-
related outcrops to the south of the caldera with 
the Pastos  Grandes ignimbrite based on fl ow 
distribution patterns and ChRM signatures. 

Abundant sanidine from both intracaldera 
and outfl ow samples, combined with sanidine 
from the resurgent dome, yielded a precise 
weighted mean age of 2.89 ± 0.01 Ma, which 
is our preferred eruption age for the Pastos 
Grandes ignimbrite. Biotite produced a slightly 
older weighted mean age of 2.94 ± 0.01 Ma 
(Fig. 3C). The previously undated Pastos  
Grandes re surgent ignimbrite dome yielded a 
biotite 40Ar/39Ar age of 2.91 ± 0.03 Ma, which 
strongly suggests that the resurgent dome is 
composed of the Pastos  Grandes ignimbrite, 
although we were unable to fi nd sani dine in 
this sample, which is common in other Pastos 
Grandes samples. A stratigraphically consistent 
sanidine 40Ar/39Ar age of 2.83 ± 0.02 Ma for 
the Cerro Sombrero lava dome ( Table 1; Fig. 6) 
overlying the eastern edge of the resurgent 
dome supports the argument that effusive activ-
ity and resurgence closely followed eruption of 
the Pastos Grandes ignimbrite.

As mentioned above, it is less obvious 
whether the giant Pastos Grandes caldera scarp 
also formed during this eruption, or is a rem-
nant of the Chuhuilla ignimbrite eruption and 
associated collapse. Both ignimbrites are wide-
spread, and large collapse structures would be 
expected from both eruptions. As a fi rst-order 
approximation, we assume the same area for 
intracaldera Pastos Grandes as for the intra-
caldera Chuhuilla ignimbrite, although further 
investigation is necessary to clarify the collapse 
structure(s). From our estimates, we calculate 
a minimum intracaldera volume of 1430 km3 
based on the exposed thickness of the resur-
gent domes, an outfl ow distribution of at least 
2900 km2 (Fig. 6), and a total minimum volume 
of 1500 km3 DRE (Table 4).

Guacha Caldera Complex

Guacha Ignimbrite
During study of the La Pacana caldera in 

northern Chile, Lindsay et al. (2001a) identi-
fi ed two new extensive ignimbrite units that had 
previously been attributed to the Atana ignim-
brite by Gardeweg and Ramírez (1987). Lindsay 
et al. (2001a) named these units the Lower and 
Upper Tara ignimbrites and argued for a Boliv-
ian source near Cerro Guacha or Cerro Corutu. 
We have mapped both of these ignimbrites into 
Bolivia, which we here rename the Guacha and 
Tara ignimbrites, respectively. The Guacha ig-
nimbrite is a crystal-rich rhyodacite (67–71 SiO

2
 

wt%) with a wide distribution in Bolivia, Chile, 
and Argentina. Lindsay et al. (2001a) deter-
mined three biotite K-Ar ages between 5.5 and 
5.7 Ma for this ignimbrite in Chile. In contrast, 
59 new single-crystal fusion biotite 40Ar/39Ar 
ages from fi ve suspected Guacha samples gave 

2.89 Ma Pastos Grandes ignimbrite

5.45 Ma Chuhuilla ignimbrite

5.23 Ma Alota ignimbrite

Uturuncu volcano

1.98 Ma Laguna Colorada ignimbrite

5.65 Ma Guacha ignimbrite

8.41 Ma Vilama ignimbrite

Quetena Valley

A

B
Figure 7. (A) View looking south from drainage of Río Chaira Waykho between the Pastos 
Grandes caldera and the Alota ignimbrite shield. ~100 m of total exposed ignimbrite shown 
in image . (B) View looking northeast from rim of Pampa Totoral towards the Quetena Val-
ley and Uturuncu  volcano. Erosion along the Quetena River has exposed the confl uence of 
the 5.65 Ma Guacha ignimbrite and the 1.98 Ma Laguna Colorada ignimbrite. The 8.41 
Vilama ignimbrite is exposed in limited outcrops below the Guacha ignimbrite within the 
canyon in the northern valley. Distance from road (elevation 4300 m) in bottom right of 
image  to the summit of Uturuncu volcano (elevation 6008 m) is ~25 km.
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a weighted mean age of 5.81 ± 0.01 Ma. In only 
the northernmost of these samples were we able 
to locate and analyze sanidine, which yielded the 
younger, preferred, age of 5.65 ± 0.01 Ma. This 
northern sample, collected just above the Vilama 
ignimbrite, is located more than 130 km from 
an outcrop of the Guacha ignimbrite (formerly 
Lower Tara) identifi ed by Lindsay et al. (2001a) 
on the shores of the Salar de Tara in Chile, thus 
identifying the Guacha ignimbrite as among the 
most widespread within the Altiplano-Puna vol-
canic complex. This interpretation is supported 
by evidence for a large caldera collapse of Cerro 
Guacha associated with the eruption, including 
a wide distribution of welded, apparently intra-
caldera ignimbrite as well as a large, westward-
concave, arcuate scarp partially obscured by 
effusive lavas east of the resurgent ignimbrite. 
An outcrop of welded ignimbrite with subverti-
cal lineation and abundant lithics was found just 
west of the scarp and is likely one of the vent 
locations for the Guacha  ignimbrite. Densely 
welded intracaldera outcrops ~30 km from the 
scarp are consistent with a large (~1200 km2) 
trapdoor collapse area with dimensions among 
the largest recorded (Mason et al., 2004). Map-
ping from La Pacana caldera northward has 
identifi ed the Guacha ignimbrite as forming the 
southern fl ank of the Guacha caldera and form-
ing the eastern portion of the resurgent dome, 
while the western dome is unequivocally related 
to the Tara ignimbrite (Fig. 6), as described 
in the next section. The inner eastern collapse 
scarp of the Guacha caldera (formed during 
the younger Tara ignimbrite eruption) reveals 
a >700-m-thick section of eastward-dipping 
Guacha ignimbrite suggesting truncation of the 
Guacha resurgent dome by collapse associated 
with the later eruption.

The outfl ow of the Guacha ignimbrite crops 
out beneath the Tara ignimbrite and extends into 
the Quetena Valley (Fig. 7B) between the La-
guna Colorada ignimbrite shield and Uturuncu 
volcano and continues northward for at least 
another 60 km. The Guacha ignimbrite is also 
found to the east and south of Uturuncu volcano, 
and its apparent north-south trend suggests that 
the outfl ow followed a broad paleovalley, now 
occupied by the Quetena River.

Younger deposits largely obscure the west-
ern extent of this ignimbrite. A discordantly 
younger (compared to other biotite and sani-
dine dates from this unit) biotite 40Ar/39Ar age 
of 5.52 ± 0.06 Ma was determined from pumice  
(B06-085) sampled at the southern end of the 
Quetena Valley . Based on continuity of the ig-
nimbrite sheet to the south and north of this 
location, however, we attribute this age discor-
dance to loss of radiogenic argon from biotite in 
sample B06-085.

Numerous outcrops dated with the K-Ar 
method between 5 and 8 Ma and reported on the 
geologic maps as nine separate units are corre-
lated with the Guacha ignimbrite (Table 2) based 
on fi eld relations. In total, the Guacha ignimbrite 
covers a region of at least 5800 km2, including 
the portions mapped in Chile by Lindsay et al. 
(2001a). Combined intracaldera and outfl ow vol-
ume estimates yield an overall minimum volume 
of 1300 km3 DRE (Table 4). The actual volume is 
likely much higher based on observed thick-
nesses and the large size of the caldera structure.

Tara Ignimbrite
Lindsay et al. (2001a) determined six K-Ar 

ages ranging from 3.42 ± 0.15 to 3.83 ± 0.21 Ma 
for Tara ignimbrite (formerly Upper Tara) out-
crops in northeastern Chile. As one of the best-
exposed units in the Altiplano-Puna volcanic 
complex, we have mapped this ignimbrite be-
tween Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina (Fig. 6). 
The thickest deposits are found in the ~1-km-
thick western resurgent dome within the Guacha 
caldera, and outfl ow outcrops extend predomi-
nantly to the north and southeast of the resurgent 
dome. Contacts between the Guacha ignimbrite 
and the Tara ignimbrite are common. Outside 
the Guacha caldera, >200-m-thick accumula-
tions of the Tara underlie Cerro Zapaleri near 
the triple point of the borders of Bolivia, Chile, 
and Argentina.

A sample from the western end of the resur-
gent ignimbrite dome yielded a 40Ar/39Ar biotite 
age of 3.56 ± 0.02 Ma, which is younger than 
the age inferred on the geologic maps. This age, 
combined with those of three outfl ow samples 
to the west, east, and north of the resurgent 
dome, gives a near-normal probability distribu-
tion curve (Fig. 3E) and a 40Ar/39Ar biotite age 
of 3.55 ± 0.02 for the Tara ignimbrite. We traced 
this ignimbrite north of the resurgent dome 
along the Pampa Totoral up to the southern end 
of the Quetena Valley, where the ignimbrite ap-
parently stopped or has been completely eroded 
away. Two pumice samples from the Pampa 
Totoral  yielded slightly older 40Ar/39Ar biotite 
ages (ca. 3.87 Ma). A single pumice analysis 
from the younger group revealed a rhyolitic 
composition, whereas pumice from the older 
group was dacitic. Our preferred age for the Tara 
ignimbrite comes from the only two samples of 
suspected Tara in which we were able to identify 
and analyze sanidine, which gave a weighted 
mean age of 3.49 ± 0.01 Ma. Three lava domes 
stratigraphically overlie the northern side of the 
resurgent ignimbrite dome, two of which were 
dated and yielded 40Ar/39Ar ages concordant 
or slightly older than the Tara ignimbrite, sug-
gesting that effusive activity closely followed 
the ignimbrite-producing eruption. Whole-rock 

analyses of the two dated domes show strik-
ingly different chemistry (Fig. 5) and mineral-
ogy. The western, sanidine-bearing Chajnantor 
dome is among the most silica-rich (77 wt% 
SiO

2
) samples analyzed in this study, whereas 

the middle, Río Guacha dome is dacitic (66 wt% 
SiO

2
) and contains amphibole and rare pyrox-

ene. Lindsay et al. (2001a) determined a rhyo-
litic composition for the Upper Tara ignimbrite 
with analyses that fall between the two domes 
in both major- and trace-element compositions. 
Least-squares mass-balance modeling of lava 
and pumice compositions precludes a simple 
crystal fractionation model to explain the chem-
ical variability, and the wide range in composi-
tion and mineralogy is suggestive of a complex 
magmatic system.

Our mapping of the Tara ignimbrite in Bo-
livia contrasts with the SERGEOMIN geologic 
maps, which do not include an ignimbrite of a 
similar age. Field mapping of the Tara ignim-
brite led us to correlate two undated units from 
the geologic maps and to also incorporate select 
outcrops that were previously correlated with 
older eruptions (Table 2). Overall, the Tara ig-
nimbrite covers at least 2300 km2 in Bolivia, in 
addition to the 1800 km2 mapped in Chile by 
Lindsay et al. (2001a) and a lesser area in Ar-
gentina. A minimum volume of 800 km3 DRE 
is estimated for the Tara ignimbrite (Table 4).

Puripica Chico Ignimbrite
During our investigations of the Guacha cal-

dera complex, we sampled pumices from the 
small (~10 km3) local ignimbrite that forms 
the hoodoos known to tourists as the Piedras 
de Dali, named for surreal spires of weathered, 
indurated ignimbrite. This pumice is dacitic 
(67.3 wt% SiO

2
), and biotite yields a 40Ar/39Ar 

age of 1.72 ± 0.01 Ma, the youngest associated 
with the Guacha caldera. The source of this ig-
nimbrite, named the Puripica Chico tuffs on the 
geologic maps (Choque et al., 1996; Fernán-
dez et al., 1996), appears to be buried under 
the Puripica  Chico lavas, which erupted on the 
western edge of the Guacha collapse (Fig. 6). 
Structural and topographic evidence for col-
lapse in this area is not found, but we note the 
similarity to the northern end of La Pacana cal-
dera, where Lindsay et al. (2001a) identifi ed the 
hinge of a trapdoor caldera. A similar collapse is 
posited for the Guacha caldera.

Vilama Caldera Complex

Vilama Ignimbrite
The extensive Vilama ignimbrite was de-

scribed in detail by Soler et al. (2007), who used 
K/Ar and 40Ar/39Ar determinations to ascribe an 
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eruption age between 8.4 and 8.5 Ma and esti-
mated a volume of 1000–1400 km3 DRE. We 
sampled the Vilama ignimbrite throughout the 
eastern Lípez region and determined a weighted 
mean eruption age of 8.41 ± 0.02 Ma from 77 
single-crystal biotite analyses from seven sam-
ples of both bulk matrix and pumice (Fig. 6; 
 Table 1). Additionally, two Vilama outcrops 
were found along the Quetena River ~20 km 
further north than the distribution estimated by 
Soler et al. (2007). This modest extension is the 
only modifi cation made to the distribution of 
Soler et al. (2007) shown in Figure 6.

Altiplano-Puna Volcanic Complex 
Ignimbrites without Association to 
Major Collapse Calderas

Laguna Colorada Ignimbrite
The dacitic Laguna Colorada ignimbrite 

shield, the focus of extensive explosive and ef-
fusive activity, lies between the Pastos Grandes 
and Guacha calderas. The ~40-km-diameter 
shield is referred to as the Panizos ignimbrite 
shield on the geologic maps (e.g., Pacheco and 
Ramírez, 1996) but is here referred to as the 
Laguna Colorada ignimbrite shield following 
de Silva and Francis (1991), who named it after 
the red-colored lake west of the shield and to 
distinguish this eruption from the better known 
and larger Panizos ignimbrite shield (Baker, 
1981; Ort, 1993) in the eastern  Altiplano-Puna 
volcanic complex. Previous K-Ar age deter-
minations on biotite and hornblende yielded 
ages of 1.9 ± 0.2 Ma and 1.7 ± 0.5 Ma, re-
spectively (Baker and Francis, 1978). The 
Laguna Colorada ignimbrite includes an ~2 m 
Plinian fall deposit at its base and at least two 
~10-cm-thick locally intercalated fall deposits 
within the ignimbrite. It is overlain by exten-
sive effusive lavas and lacks an obvious col-
lapse structure. Observations here and at other 
centers of this type (Panizos, Purico, Alota) 
suggest the lavas may be constrained within 
a shallow sag structure on the ignimbrite plat-
form (Baker, 1977; de Silva and Francis, 1991; 
Ort, 1993). Pumice from within the fall deposit 
and a highly indurated pumice from the top of 
the ignimbrite yielded the lowest SiO

2
 values 

(63.6–63.9 wt%) of the Bolivian ignimbrites 
analyzed in this study.

The 40Ar/39Ar analyses of biotite from two 
samples of welded ignimbrite matrix from the 
northern and eastern edges of the ignimbrite 
apron gave a weighted mean age of 1.98 ± 
0.03 Ma. The Laguna Colorada ignimbrite was 
previously described as the Aguadita 3 and 
Aguadita 4 tuffs, and we include select outcrops 
of the Aguadita Brava tuffs (Table 2) to establish 
an outfl ow areal extent of ~1100 km2. Based on 

the distribution of the summit lavas, which are 
likely obscuring a central vent area and welded 
ignimbrite, we defi ne a modest proximal deposit 
of ~63 km2, and calculate a minimum total de-
posit volume of 60 km3 DRE.

Tatio Ignimbrite
The Tatio ignimbrite (Lahsen, 1982) is pre-

served in outcrops south of Laguna Colorada 
and southwest of the Laguna Colorada ignim-
brite shield. Similar to the Laguna Colorada 
ignimbrite, two of the dated samples of Tatio ig-
nimbrite are less evolved (64.6–65.8 wt% SiO

2
) 

than most of the larger Altiplano-Puna vol canic 
complex ignimbrites (Fig. 5). Biotite from 
three samples collected in this region yields a 
weighted mean age of 0.703 ± 0.010 Ma, which 
is concordant with the 40Ar/39Ar age for this ig-
nimbrite reported in Barquero-Molina (2003) 
from Chile.

We correlated the Tatio ignimbrite with the 
Tocorpuri, Michina 1 and 2, and Río Pabellón 
2 tuffs of the Bolivian geologic maps based on 
continuity in the fi eld and a reported K-Ar age 
of 1.3 ± 0.4 Ma for the Tocorpuri tuffs (Table 2). 
Lahsen (1982) suggested the younger than 1 Ma 
Tocorpuri rhyolitic lava dome as a possible 
source area for the Tatio ignimbrite. Although 
we found no obvious source, deposit charac-
teristics and facies distribution suggest that it 
is likely buried beneath younger deposits from 
Cerro del Tatio. We estimate an areal extent 
of ~830 km2 and a total minimum volume of 
40 km3 DRE for this ignimbrite.

DISCUSSION

Spatial and Temporal Patterns of 
Altiplano-Puna Volcanic Complex 
Volcanism: Relation to Plate Kinematics 
and Implications for the Development of 
Large Silicic Magmatic Systems

The high-resolution geochronology, spatial 
distributions, and volume estimates presented 
in this study, in conjunction with previously 
published data, allow the realization of a com-
prehensive framework for the development of 
the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignim-
brite fl are-up (Table 5; Fig. 8). The spatio-
temporal evolution of the >12,800 km3 of 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignimbrites 
during its ~11 m.y. duration (average 1.11 
km3/k.y.) is evaluated in 1.5 m.y. (and one 
2.0 m.y) time slices in Table 6 and Figure 9. A 
cumulative volume-time relationship is shown 
in Figure 10. These data show that initial, small-
volume, ignimbrite-producing vol canism was 
widespread throughout the complex repre-

sented by localized deposits now cropping out 
in Chile and Argentina (Fig. 9A). Major ig-
nimbrite volcanism in the Altiplano-Puna vol-
canic complex began some 2 m.y. later with the 
eruption of the Vilama and Sifon ignimbrites 
at 8.41 and 8.33 Ma, respectively (Fig. 9B). 
These near-concordant eruptions mark the 
fi rst peak (pulse 1; 30 km3/yr) of intermediate, 
ignimbrite volcanism in the complex, and the 
distant areal distributions suggest that wide-
scale construction of a Cordilleran-sized batho -
lith had begun by this time (de Silva and Gosnold , 
2007). The rates of ignimbrite volcanism appar-
ently waned during the period between 7.5 and 
6.0 Ma, although volcanism continued to be 
widespread across the region, as demonstrated 
by the eruption of the Panizos  ignimbrite shield 
east of the Vilama caldera. Also erupting dur-
ing this time frame, the Coran zulí ignimbrites 
(Seggiaro and Aniel , 1989; Seggiaro , 1994) in 
the southeast of the complex and minor ignim-
brite volcanism occurred in the west (Fig. 9C). 
Volcanism increased in both volume and space 
between 6.0 and 4.5 Ma and is highlighted by 
the second major ignimbrite peak (pulse 2; 
20 km3/k.y.) between 5.60 and 5.45 Ma with 
the Guacha, Chuhuilla, and Pujsa ignimbrites 
erupting from the Guacha, Pastos Grandes, 
and La Pacana caldera complexes situated in 
a near north-south alignment behind the active 
arc front. This prodigious ignimbrite volcanism 
increased further between 4.5 and 3.0 Ma, a 
period characterized by the highest average 
eruption rates (2.08 km3/k.y.) and the largest 
ignimbrite peak (pulse 3; 31 km3/k.y.) with the 
eruption of the 4.09 Ma Puripicar and 3.96 Ma 
Atana ignimbrites occurring over a period of 
only ~100 k.y. During this highly productive 
interval, ignimbrite volcanism apparently be-
came more focused near ~23°S. Pulse 3 was 
closely followed by two more VEI 8 eruptions, 
the 3.49 Ma Tara and 2.89 Ma Pastos Grandes 
ignimbrites. Including these two eruptions in 
the calculation of the third pulse (pulses 3a 
and 3b in Table 6), the eruption rate remains 
substantially higher (6.84–4.62 km3/k.y.) than 
the average rate of 1.17 km3/k.y., lasting up to 
1 m.y. and marking this period as the climax 
of Altiplano-Puna complex volcanism. Follow-
ing the eruption of the Pastos Grandes ignim-
brite, the eruption rate decreases signifi cantly 
to 0.10 km3/k.y. during the fi nal 1.5 m.y., when 
explosive eruptive activity was confi ned to the 
shield-building activity of the 0.98 Ma Purico  
(Schmitt et al., 2001) and 0.70 Ma Tatio ignim-
brites, as well as minor eruptions such as the 
0.53 Ma Tuyajto  ( Barquero-Molina, 2003) and 
<1 Ma Filo Delgado  ignimbrites (Gardeweg 
and Ramírez, 1987). Eruption of these ignim-
brites, along with silicic  dome complexes  with 
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strong chemical  resemblance to  Altiplano-Puna 
vol canic complex ignimbrites, such as the 
ca. 100 ka Chao dacite in northern Chile 
(de Silva et al., 1994) and the 89–94 ka 
 Chascon-Runtu Jarita dome complex in Bolivia 
(Watts et al., 1999), represents the most recent 
felsic eruptions within the  Altiplano-Puna vol-
canic complex (Fig. 9G).

The overall spatiotemporal trend of Alti-
plano-Puna volcanic complex volcanism lacks 
a dominant east-west sweeping trend that 
might be expected from a progressively steep-
ening subducting slab (Kay and Coira, 2009), 
although the earliest eruptions of small stocks 
and domes did occur in the eastern reaches of 
the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex (Kuss-
maul et al., 1975; Caffe et al., 2002). Ignim-
brite volcanism was initially widespread and 
shows a consistently wide footprint throughout 
much of the duration of the complex. Such 
a pattern is consistent with the thick crust of 
the Central Andes, which likely prevented the 
ascent of small volumes of magma. Babeyko 
et al. (2002) used thermo-mechanical model-
ing to argue that delamination of dense lower 

lithosphere likely generated the large volumes 
of mantle magmas capable of thermally ma-
turing the crust and producing the immense 
crust-rich ignimbrites of the Altiplano-Puna 
volcanic complex in the 10–20 m.y. following 
tectonic shortening. The spatiotemporal pat-
tern and the high crustal temperatures required 
for the numerous large, caldera-forming erup-
tions (de Silva et al., 2006a) are also consistent 
with a major heat-producing event, such as 
lithospheric delamination, which has also been 
argued elsewhere in the Central Andes (e.g., 
Kay and Kay, 1993; Kay et al., 1994; Garzione 
et al., 2006). Data from recent seismic studies 
(Schurr et al., 2006; Heit et al., 2008) support 
this conclusion, as they appear to show delami-
nated lithospheric blocks sinking beneath the 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex as well as 
large, low-velocity regions concentrated in the 
eastern portion of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic 
complex. Current surface uplift by magmatic 
infl ation beneath Uturuncu volcano (Pritchard 
and Simons, 2004) has also been suggested as 
a possible location for a future supervolcanic 
eruption (Sparks et al., 2008).

Comparison to Other Large Silicic 
Volcanic Fields

The pattern of volcanism defi ned in the 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex and shown 
in Figure 10 is reminiscent of other large si-
licic volcanic fi elds, most notably the South-
ern Rocky Mountain volcanic fi eld (Lipman, 
2007) and the Southwestern Nevada volcanic 
fi eld (Sawyer et al., 1994) of the United States. 
Each of these three silicic centers is character-
ized by pulses with eruption rates that are much 
higher than the long-term average of the vol-
canic fi eld, and each has an eruptive history 
lasting 8–13 m.y. (Fig. 10). The peak eruption 
rates and intensity of the most productive pulses 
in the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex are also 
similar to the eruptive fl ux during the past 
two million years at Yellowstone and Taupo 
(Houghton  et al., 1995). As noted by Lipman  
and McIntosh  (2008), both the  Altiplano-Puna 
volcanic complex and the Southern Rocky 
Mountain vol canic fi eld are under lain by re-
gional gravity lows that are suggestive of mid- 
to upper-crustal batholiths . Lipman (2007) 

TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF ALL MAJOR ALTIPLANO-PUNA VOLCANIC COMPLEX IGNIMBRITE PREFERRED AGES AND VOLUMES

Ignimbrite
Age

(Ma, ±2σ) Min.*
Volume†

(km3) Caldera/shield source Age reference
aM1<odagleDoliF § N.A.# 101 )7891(zerímaRdnagewedraGanacaPaL

)3002(aniloM-oreuqraB.D.N**.D.Noib71.0±35.0otjayuT
ydutssihToitaT04oib10.0±07.0oitaT

001oib30.0±89.0ociruP 2 )3002(aniloM-oreuqraBociruP
ydutssihTahcauG01oib20.0±07.1ocihCacipiruP

Laguna Colorada 1.98 ± 0.03 bio 60 Laguna Colorada This study
)3002(aniloM-oreuqraB.D.N.D.Ngalp60.0±24.2erbalaT
)3002(aniloM-oreuqraBanacaPaL.D.Ngalp60.0±25.2oataP

Pastos Grandes 2.89 ± 0.01 san 1500 Pastos Grandes This study
ydutssihTahcauG008nas10.0±94.3araT

0061nas20.0±69.3anatA 3 )3002(aniloM-oreuqraBanacaPaL
ydutssihT.D.N.D.Noib01.0±00.4IIsaxahC

0051oib20.0±90.4racipiruP 1 ydutssihT.D.N
5.4–0.4oanocoT § N.A. >1003 )b9891(avliSedanacaPaL

ydutssihTatolA02nas10.0±32.5atolA
3.0±4.5etocraC §§ )8791(sicnarFdnarekaBnwonknU.d.noib

ydutssihTsednarGsotsaP0021nas20.0±54.5alliuhuhC
2.0±6.5asjuP §§ bio >5001 )b9891(avliSedanacaPaL

ydutssihTahcauG0031nas10.0±56.5ahcauG
001>oib80.0±28.5noleP 1 ydutssihT.D.N

ydutssihT.D.N.D.Noib21.0±33.6rozniL
ydutssihT.D.N.D.Noib91.0±25.6ecnocoT

51.0±06.6íluznaroC §§ bio 6504 )4991(oraiggeSíluznaroC
056oib20.0±97.6sozinaP 5 ydutssihTsozinaP

ydutssihT.D.N.D.Noib40.0±03.8saneuBsabreY
0001oib60.0±33.8nofiS 1 ydutssihT.D.N

ydutssihT.D.N.D.Noib30.0±53.8IsaxahC
0041oib20.0±14.8amaliV 6 ydutssihTamaliV

ydutssihT.D.N001>oib30.0±04.9alotrA
06oib8.9.aCadanarG 7 Abra Granada Caffe et al. (2008)

ydutssihT.D.N.D.Noib51.0±81.01ocosiviD
ydutssihTlanacraC001>oib41.0±17.01ordePnaSoiRrewoL

01<oib01–11xelpmoceuqiriaP 7 )8002(.lateeffaC.D.N
Note: As shown in this study, K-Ar ages and unconstrained volume calculations should be approached with caution. All ages are 40Ar/39Ar except for those marked with 

§ (relative age), and §§ (K-Ar age).
*Mineral used to calculate age (bio—biotite, san—sanidine, plag—plagioclase).
†Volumes calculated in this study are dense rock equivalent (DRE) except where noted (1de Silva, 1989b; 2Schmitt et al., 2001; 3Lindsay et al., 2001a; 4Seggiaro,1994; 

5Ort, 1993; 6maximum estimate of Soler et al., 2007; 7Caffe et al., 2008).
#N.A.—not applicable.
**N.D.—not determined.
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and de Silva and Gosnold (2007) have argued 
that the pulsing eruptive history of the South-
ern Rocky Mountain volcanic fi eld and the 
 Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex is suggestive 
of episodic, or incremental, assembly of these 
respective Cordilleran batholiths. This hypoth-
esis comes at the heels of many recent studies 

of plutonic complexes that suggest individual 
plutonic bodies are themselves constructed 
incrementally over durations of hundreds of 
thousands to a few million years (Coleman 
et al., 2004; Matzel  et al., 2006; Walker et al., 
2007; Schaltegger et al., 2009). The nested cal-
dera complexes of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic 

complex may also refl ect such processes, as the 
multimillion-year longevity and periodic erup-
tion history of these complexes is likely sus-
tained through repeated magmatic injections. 
Successive VEI 8 eruptions with recurrences 
of 2.6, 2.2, and 1.6 m.y. at the Pastos Grandes, 
Guacha, and La Pacana caldera complexes, re-
spectively, suggest that plutons beneath these 
centers may be assembled over hundreds of 
thousands to millions of years in this region 
of thick continental crust.

Many smaller eruptive centers show similar 
durations and volume-time patterns of vol-
canism to the large silicic volcanic complexes 
(see compilation in Grunder et al., 2008). In 
the case of the ~350 km3 Aucanquilcha vol-
canic cluster, located along the modern arc 
front along the western border of the Altiplano-
Puna volcanic complex, the volume-time rela-
tions and the centralization of eruptions mirror 
that of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex, 
suggesting an interplay between the Altiplano-
Puna volcanic complex magmatic system and 
the frontal arc volcanism (Babeyko et al., 2002; 
Grunder et al., 2008). Further investigation is 
needed to determine the link between these two 
magmatic systems.

CONCLUSIONS

High-precision 40Ar/39Ar geochronology, 
com bined with new fi eld, geochemical, and geo-
physical data provide the fi rst comprehensive 
characterization of four newly described super-
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Figure 8. Volume-time relations of Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignimbrites. Horizon-
tal width of each unit is ±2σ of the preferred age of each unit listed in Table 5.

Figure 9. Spatiotemporal patterns of vol-
canism in the Altiplano-Puna volcanic 
complex showing approximate locations of 
calderas (stippled lines) and estimated dis-
tributions of ignimbrites (outlines). Early 
ignimbrite volcanism (11.0–9.0 Ma) and the 
onset of major-caldera–forming volcanism 
(9.0–7.5 Ma) occurred in both the western 
and eastern reaches of the Altiplano-Puna 
volcanic complex. A second major ignim-
brite pulse was initiated ca. 5.6 Ma with 
eruptions from Pastos Grandes, Guacha, 
and La Pacana caldera complexes. The most 
voluminous phase of volcanism (4.5–3.0 Ma) 
was focused near ~23°S. Note that the minor 
Talabre and Tuyajto ignimbrites plot south 
of the extent shown and that the majority 
of the Coranzulí ignimbrites plot east of the 
fi gure. The apparent gap in the composite 
record along the Bolivia-Chile border rep-
resents cover from the modern volcanic arc. 
See Table 6 for ignimbrite eruption rates 
corresponding to each time interval.

TABLE 6. ERUPTION RATES OF ALTIPLANO-PUNA VOLCANIC COMPLEX IGNIMBRITE VOLCANISM

Age
(Ma)

Volume
(km3)

Duration
(k.y.)

Eruption rate
(km3/k.y.) Ignimbrites used in calculations

A 11.0–9.0 280 2000 0.14 Pairique, Cortadera, LRSP, Granada, Artola
B 9.0–7.5 2400 1500 1.60 Vilama, Sifon
C 7.5–6.0 1300 1500 0.87 Panizos, Coranzulí
D 6.0–4.5 3120 1500 2.08 Pelon, Pujsa, Guacha, Chuhuilla, Alota
E 4.5–3.0 4000 1500 2.67 Tocanao, Puripicar, Atana, Tara
F 3.0–1.5 1570 1500 1.05 Pastos Grandes, Laguna Colorada, Puripica Chico
G 1.5–0 150 1500 0.10 Purico, Tatio, Filo Delgado
H 11.0–0 12,820 11,000 1.17 All listed above

Ignimbrite pulses
Pulse 1 8.41–8.33 2400 80 30.00 Sifon, Vilama
Pulse 2 5.60–5.45 3000 150 20.00 Pujsa, Guacha, Chuhuilla
Pulse 3 4.06–3.96 3100 100 31.00 Puripicar, Atana

Pulse 3a 4.06–3.49 3900 570 6.84 Puripicar, Atana, Tara
Pulse 3b 4.06–2.89 5400 1170 4.62 Puripicar, Atana, Tara, Pastos Grandes

Note: Letters A–H match ignimbrite distribution diagrams of Figure 9. LRSP—Lower Rio San Pedro.
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eruptions from the Pastos Grandes and Guacha 
caldera complexes of the Altiplano Puna vol canic 
complex of the Central Andes. The areal ex-
tents of the Chuhuilla, Guacha, Tara, and Pastos 
Grandes ignimbrites are each estimated to cover 
thousands of square kilometers and have volumes 
in excess of 800 km3 DRE. These data, combined 
with previous Altiplano-Puna vol canic complex 
studies and the smaller eruptions described in this 
study, allow a comprehensive characterization of 
the volcanic complex. Overall, the eruption rate 
of the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex aver-
ages 1.11 km3/k.y., and is punctuated by three 
distinct eruptive pulses at ca. 8.4, ca. 5.5, and 
ca. 4.0 Ma, during which eruption rates increased 
dramatically to between 20 and 31 km3/k.y. over 
durations from 80 to 150 k.y. The average and 
peak eruption rates are comparable to that of the 
Southern Rocky Mountain and Southwestern 
Nevada volcanic fi elds of the North American 
Cordillera, and are consistent with piecemeal 

construction of Cordilleran batholiths by incre-
mental pulses of magmatism. The cyclic nature 
of individual caldera complexes implied by our 
geochronologic data support the hypothesis that 
individual plutons are also constructed incremen-
tally. The ~10 m.y. duration of the Altiplano-Puna 
vol canic complex is also similar to the duration at 
the nearby Aucanquilcha volcanic cluster, as well 
as numerous other examples from the volcanic 
and plutonic record. Lithospheric removal pro-
vides a valid explanation for the high power rates 
implied by Altiplano-Puna complex volcanism 
as well as the high surface elevations and spatio-
temporal trends of ignimbrite eruptions. Despite 
the apparent waning of Altiplano-Puna volcanic 
complex ignimbrite activity, the tendency for 
ignimbrite eruptions to occur in pulses, together 
with evidence for a still molten portion of melt 
beneath the complex, suggests that the Altiplano-
Puna volcanic complex remains capable of pro-
ducing large ignimbrites like those characterized 

in this study. Our fi ndings provide a foundation 
for more focused fi eld and petrologic research 
on the large silicic systems within the Bolivian 
Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex.
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Figure 10. Cumulative volume versus time for ignimbrite eruptions in the Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex (APVC; thick line). Shown for 
comparison are the Southern Rocky Mountain (SRMVF; Lipman and McIntosh, 2008); Southwest Nevada (SWNVF; Sawyer et al., 1994); 
Yellowstone (Christiansen, 2001); and Taupo (Houghton et al., 1995) volcanic fi elds. Altiplano-Puna volcanic complex ignimbrite volcanism 
shows a distinct beginning at ca. 11 Ma, followed by waxing volcanism that is punctuated by three discrete pulses, and apparent waning 
during the last 3 m.y.
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